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The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Candidates are required to give their answers in

their own words as far as practicable.

GROUP–A

(Marks : 20)

[Answer any one from the following questions, within

600 words.]

[

]

1. Define the term 'educational management'. As a

manager, how can a Headmaster/Headmistress

transform a school as a learning organisation?

learning organisation

6+14

[Turn over]

2. Mention the Constitutional provision of India in

respect of secondary education. Elaborate the role

of State Government and local bodies in the

management of secondary schools.

6+7+7

GROUP–B

(Marks : 40)

[Answer any four from the following questions, each

within 300 words.]

[

]

3. What are the different theories related to

Educational Management? Describe behaviouristic

approach as a theory of educational management.

4+6

4. Explain the terms Human Resource and Human

Capital. How should the performance of the

teachers be appraised?

Capital

2+2+6
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5. Explain the term 'educational budget'. Discuss the

method of PPBS as a modern technique of

budgeting in school education.

PPBS 

4+6

6. What are the modern techniques of management?

Discuss about SWOT analysis and its importance

in improving the functioning of the secondary

schools.

SWOT

2+6+2

7. What are the sources of financing in education?

Suggest the measures for mobilizing financial

resources at the level of secondary education.

3+7

8. What is meant by professional development of a

teacher? What are the measures to be taken for

the professional development of the secondary

school teachers?

5+5
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GROUP–C

(Marks : 10)

9. Write notes on the following, each within 150

words:

a) Servant leadership

5

b) Grant-in-aid of educational finance

Grant-in-aid 5

__________


